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1. Summary of petition

The petitioner calls for a ban on ‘zero rating’, arguing that it compromises net neutrality and 
makes equal treatment impossible. He claims that the German Telekom company is also 
offering StreamOn benefits to partner customers. The petitioner argues that online providers 
should ensure equal access for all without restrictions or favourable treatment.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 17 September 2020. Information requested from Commission under 
Rule 227(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 9 November 2020

Open internet access is a very important principle for protecting the right of every European to 
access and distribute internet content, without discrimination. The Commission therefore 
monitors closely the application of the European open internet rules, which were adopted in 
November 2015 and became applicable in April 2016. 

These rules are enshrined in Regulation (EU) 2015/2120 (the Open Internet Regulation)1 and 
are directly applicable in all Member States. This guarantees a stable legal framework across 
the EU and provides the necessary legal certainty for internet service providers (ISPs), providers 
of content and applications and end-users. These rules give end-users the right to access and 
distribute the information, content, applications and services of their choice and ban blocking, 

1 Regulation (EU) 2015/2120 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2015 laying down 
measures concerning open internet access and amending Directive 2002/22/EC on universal service and users’ 
rights relating to electronic communications networks and services and Regulation (EU) No 531/2012 on roaming 
on public mobile communications networks within the Union, OJ L 310, 26.11.2015, p. 1–18.
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throttling and discrimination between content, applications and services, or categories thereof.

In close cooperation with the Commission, BEREC, the European body of regulators, prepared 
guidelines2 to ensure a coherent implementation of the rules across the EU, as requested by 
Article 5(3) of the Open Internet Regulation. Specifically, these guidelines include 
clarifications as regards the obligation for regulators to closely monitor and ensure compliance 
with the rules to safeguard equal and non-discriminatory treatment of traffic in the provision of 
internet access services and related end-users rights as laid down in Articles 3 and 4. National 
regulatory authorities (NRAs) should take utmost account of the guidelines. The guidelines 
should contribute to the consistent application of the Regulation, thereby contributing to 
regulatory certainty for stakeholders. BEREC reviewed and published on 16 June 2020 its 
updated guidelines (replacing the older 2016 version of the guidelines) to implement the 
Regulation.

One basic principle enshrined in the Regulation is commercial freedom. The provider of internet 
access services and the end-user may freely enter into commercial agreements on internet 
access, provided that they do not restrict end-users’ exercise of the rights governed by the 
Regulation. Zero-rating is an example of a commercial agreement. It can be defined as a 
commercial practice used by some providers of internet access, especially mobile operators, of 
applying a different pricing scheme, not to deduct the data volume of particular applications or 
services from the monthly data volume purchased.

The EU rules on open internet access do not impose an explicit and general ban on the use of 
zero-rating practices. However, commercial agreements and practices, including zero-rating, 
must comply with all the provisions of the Regulation, in particular those on the end-users’ 
right to access and distribute information and content of their choice and those on non-
discriminatory traffic management. 

Some zero-rating practices could have harmful effects on competition or access to the market 
by new innovative services and lead to situations where end-users’ choice is materially reduced 
in practice. The open internet rules therefore contain the necessary safeguards to ensure that 
providers of internet access cannot circumvent the right of every European to access internet 
content of their choice, through commercial practices like zero-rating. 

National authorities are required to monitor market developments, and have the powers and the 
obligation to assess such practices and agreements, and to intervene, if necessary, to limit unfair 
or abusive commercial agreements and practices that may hinder choice of end-users, the 
development of new technologies and of new and innovative services or applications.

The BEREC guidelines include concrete examples of zero-rating offers that should be banned. 
A typical example is an offer where all applications are blocked or slowed down once the data 
cap is reached except for the zero-rated application(s)3. This goes against the obligation of 

2 BEREC Guidelines on the Implementation of the Open Internet Regulation (BoR (20) 112, 11.06.2020), 
https://berec.europa.eu/eng/document_register/subject_matter/berec/regulatory_best_practices/guidelines/9277-
berec-guidelines-on-the-implementation-of-the-open-internet-regulation
3 Current paragraphs 41 and 55 of the BEREC NN Guidelines state: 
“ 41. A zero-rating offer where all applications are blocked (or slowed down) once the data cap is reached 
except for the zero-rated application(s) would infringe Article 3(3) first (and third) subparagraph (see paragraph 
55).
55. In case of agreements or practices involving technical discrimination, this would constitute unequal treatment 

https://berec.europa.eu/eng/document_register/subject_matter/berec/regulatory_best_practices/guidelines/9277-berec-guidelines-on-the-implementation-of-the-open-internet-regulation
https://berec.europa.eu/eng/document_register/subject_matter/berec/regulatory_best_practices/guidelines/9277-berec-guidelines-on-the-implementation-of-the-open-internet-regulation
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treating all traffic equally and thus should be forbidden. Under the Regulation, operators are 
authorised to apply traffic management measures in exceptional cases, e.g. to prevent 
impending network congestion. This could become relevant, to address the increase in internet 
traffic demand during the COVID-19 pandemic. Operators could apply traffic management 
measures if it would be necessary to solve or to prevent congestion. Specifically, Article 3(3) 
of the Regulation prohibits inter alia blocking, slowing down, degradation of or discrimination 
between specific content or services, or categories thereof, with only three exceptions, among 
which compliance with court orders, preservation of network security and temporary or 
exceptional congestion of the network. Reasonable traffic management does not allow 
downgrading of the quality of services transmitted.

Furthermore, in the recent Court of Justice of the European Union ruling on the joined cases C-
807/18 & C-39/19 (Telenor Magyarország vs Nemzeti Média- és Hírközlési Hatóság Elnöke) 
issued on 15 September 2020, the Court ruled that the zero-rating offer MyChat provided by 
Telenor entails a traffic management measure which infringes the requirement of fair and non-
discriminatory treatment of traffic laid down in Article 3(3) of Regulation (EU) 2015/2120 and 
for this reason violates the open internet access rules. 

Specifically, in the above-mentioned case, Telenor applied a “zero-rated” tariff to certain 
applications, the use of which did not count against the purchased data volume. However, the 
speed of access to any other applications was slowed down once the contracted data volume 
has been consumed, while the consumer may continue to use the ‘zero-rated’ applications and 
services without restriction. The Court considered first, as regards Article 3 (2) of the 
Regulation, that such practices, which allow the use of the zero-rating application not counting 
against the data volume even when the data volume has been consumed, while, at the same 
time, the speed of access to any other applications is slowed down, are liable to entail a 
limitation of the end-users’ right to access and distribute content over the internet. In the light 
of the cumulative effect of the agreements to which they may lead, such practices are liable to 
increase the use of certain specific applications and services and, therefore, are liable to reduce 
the use of the other applications and services available. The greater the number of customers 
concluding subscription agreements to such packages, the more likely it is that, given its scale, 
the cumulative effect of those agreements will result in a significant limitation of the exercise 
of end users’ rights. Secondly, under Article 3 (3) of the Regulation, the measures blocking or 
slowing down traffic are applied in addition to the ‘zero tariff’ enjoyed by the end users 
concerned, and make it technically more difficult, if not impossible, for end users to use 
applications and services not covered by that tariff. Consequently, those measures appear to be 
based not on objectively different technical quality of service requirements for specific 
categories of traffic but on commercial considerations.

The Court also clarified that once that infringement has been established under Article 3(3) of 
Regulation (EU) 2015/2120 concerning traffic management, it is no longer necessary to specify 
whether there has also been an infringement of Article 3(2) of Regulation (EU) 2015/2120 about 
commercial agreements. For the purposes of Article 3 (3), it is not necessary to carry out a 
detailed assessment of the market and the impact of the measure on the end-users’ rights.

which would not be compatible with Article 3(3). This holds in particular for the following examples: (…) A zero-
rating offer where all applications are blocked (or slowed down) once the data cap is reached except for the zero-
rated application(s), as it would infringe Article 3(3) first (and third) subparagraph”.
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Conclusion

Regulation (EU) 2015/2120 ensures that end-users are entitled to distribute and have access to 
information and content, to use and provide applications and services, and use terminal 
equipment of their choice, regardless of the location of the end-user or provider or the location 
of the information, content, application or service. At the same time, it ensures the commercial 
freedom of providers and end-users to enter into agreements on internet access services, which 
yields only when the right to access and distribute information and content and the right to non-
discriminatory traffic management are threatened. 

Zero-rating offers are not banned per se by Regulation (EU) 2015/2120. However, 
commercial agreements and practices, including zero-rating, must comply with all provisions 
of the Regulation, in particular those on the end-users’ right to access and distribute 
information and content of their choice and those on non-discriminatory traffic management. 


